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  Get out there 
 and do your thing!

Yucon 6.0 | Yucon 7.0 | Yucon 7.0 Lounge



Get ready for a microliner holiday! 
Hit the road whenever you like. Take 
the next turn without knowing where 
it leads. Drive until dark, turn off the 
 engine and count the stars from your 
bed. You can do it all – without any 
compromises – in your Yucon from 
 premium manufacturer FRANKIA. Every 
Yucon combines the comfort of a luxury 
liner with the flexibility of a camper van. 
So let’s go discover the world together! 

  Your

hello adventurers,



It’s time to turn off the 
navigation, take the 
backroads and explore 
the great outdoors.  
Your Yucon will take 
you places you won’t 
find in any travel guide 
thanks to a high-quality 
Mercedes-Benz basis, 
rear and all-wheel drive. 

I-was-there    
 moments

get  
out- 
doors!



Cancel all your appoint-
ments and take off on 
an adventure. You’ve 
never been to Rome?  
Or Berlin? Or Stockholm? 
Then it’s time for a 
spontaneous getaway. 
You’ve already got your 
own four walls with  
you – a chic loft on 
wheels.

let’s  
go to  
town!

Here-and-now 

    nights



It’s time to power down 
all the devices, spend 
a night at the lake and 
paddle in the morning 
sun. Your Yucon is  
always ready for any-
thing and has more  
than  enough room for 
all the things you love. 

off to  
the 
lake!

Let ’s-do-it 
    days



04  

AMAZING COMBINATION 
Innovative 3.5 t lightweight 
materials meet extremely 
high-quality workmanship

02 
SHOW TRUE GREATNESS
Why think small when 
Yucon gives you a motor-
home-size kitchen?

08  

GONE OFF-ROADING
Discover the world wherever 
and however you like – with 
optional all-wheel drive 

05  

OTHERS CAN BE SMALLER
Why settle for a tiny bath-
room when you can enjoy 
Yucon’s spacious comfort? 

03
MY STYLE, MY YUCON
Bold design concept:  
Enlightening freshness,  
exciting contrasts

06  

SIMPLY INGENIOUS SQUARED
Innovative solutions offer  
maximum space – for your 
perfect comfort

01 
 
YUCON’S MAGIC FORMULA
Superior motorhome comfort  
+ camper van flexibility 
= world-first microliner 

07 
 
SUPER HIGH ABOVE
Only the Yucon 7.0 Lounge 
has it: Sprinter base with 
super high roof  

exit the  
standard!

Be different 
exit the  
standard!

Be different 
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The idea behind it ... 
Why settle for less when you can have it all? Your 
microliner is unique: It’s the perfect combination of 
camper van and motorhome!

concept & design

The Yucon features innovative lightweight  
materials: The furniture is made using  
lisocore®, a high-performance material.

Sensational views: Take it all in from the lounge of your Yucon 7.0!

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL – MICROLINER 
The comfort and space of a large motorhome meets the ease  
and flexibility of a camper van 

A WORLD FIRST: THE YUCON 7.0 LOUNGE 
Microliner with a unique floor plan on a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 
platform with super high roof. More on page 36! 

A DIFFERENT KIND OF COMPACT – YUCON 7.0 
More space for you and your loved ones – for cosy get-togethers, 
relaxing and enjoying life. More on page 44!

CLEVER, SMART, YOU – YUCON 6.0
Calling all outdoor fans: You’ve never seen this many  
unique solutions for maximum space. More on page 50!

SHOW YOUR UNIQUE PERSONALITY – CHIC DESIGN INSIDE
Interesting contrasts: Matte surfaces in bright colours  
meet herringbone patterns in the loft-style interior

YOUR YUCON BY FRANKIA – SPACE FOR YOUR IDEAS
This microliner is jam packed with novel space solutions and  
ideas that will make your Yucon your favourite place to be

12 13



The idea behind it ... 
Your Yucon by FRANKIA brings the revolution  
to the road – with never-before-seen  
materials and solutions. 

ease & innovation

The designers at FRANKIA carefully 
selected lightweight materials that  
make the Yucon truly unique

LIGHTNESS & TOP QUALITY IN ONE 
High-quality lightweight materials: The furniture is made  
using lisocore®, a high-performance material 

100% NATURAL STONE SURFACE
First time ever : Elegant genuine stone veneer in the Yucon 
kitchen and living board of the Yucon 7.0 Lounge (optional)

MORE KITCHEN, MORE BATHROOM, MORE BED
Huge kitchen, extra-large bathroom – larger than in  
many motorhomes; best-in-class twin beds 

I’VE GOT ROOM – NEXT-GENERATION STORAGE SPACE
FRANKIA double floor or lots of storage space in the rear, 
practical rail system for additional seats, a third table or 
mounting option, e.g. for e-scooters

SUMMER, WINTER, ADVENTURE
Yucon knows no weather thanks to the fully insulated interior, 
optional all-wheel drive and diesel heating system 

Cook like you do at home – in the 7.0 Lounge’s large kitchen
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good morning

Sunshine 
Sleep in surrounded by nature and enjoy breathtaking views – 
anything is possible in your Yucon!
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EVERY DAY SHOULD  
START LIKE THIS
You can see azure-blue waters 
directly from your bed. You can 
breathe in the brisk morning air. 
And you can smell fresh coffee 
brewing in your “inside-out” 
kitchen. You can do all this …  
in your Yucon 6.0 and Yucon 7.0. 

My breakfast   
         bistro!

PRACTICAL  
… opens on both sides in the Yucon 6.0!
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it’s time to 

(be a)live 

It’s time for the next adventure! Indoor or outdoor?  
It’s up to you. Your Yucon 7.0 Lounge is ready  

(with extravagant prototype details here)!



ENJOY EVERY DAY
Take time for the things  
you never have time for. 
For yourself. For the both 
of you. For inspiration.  
For new adventures.  
Forget all the rules and 
simply enjoy life – and 
your Yucon 7.0 Lounge!  

My favourite place   
 XXL BATH AND SHOWER ... larger than in many motorhomes! 
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New York

Boston

    San  
Francisco

your style
Three different looks are your starting 
point. This offers you enough freedom 
to give your Yucon a personal touch.

Use colour accents to add personality – here in the Yucon 7.0 Lounge!

Upholstery

Grey

Cushions

Grey

Beige

Upholstery

Taupe Beige

Cushions

Taupe

Brown

Brown

Beige

Upholstery Cushions

White

Tabletop

Manhattan

White

Furniture

Floor

Oak Chevron

Worktops

Concrete

Genuine  
stone veneer*

Granite

* 
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welcome 

Freedom

Take as many breaks as you like to enjoy your trip with all your senses  
and feel the freedom of being able to change your plans at the drop of  
a hat. Whether deep in the mountains or on a deserted beach – your  

Yucon makes you independent.
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DISCOVER NEW CORNERS
Why not take the next turn? You might 
discover places you’ll never forget! 
Whether rear-wheel or all-wheel 
drive: The powerful Mercedes-Benz 
sprinter will take you anywhere – on 
and off the road. 

see  
you …  

later!

I’m off road -    
    and lovin’ it.
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… HOW I LIKE IT
Whether North, East, South or West – you never forget 
spontaneous trips. Outdoor adventure is what you’re  
looking for? Then the Yucon 6.0 and Yucon 7.0 are  
perfect for you. Still want to enjoy all the comforts of  
life along the way? Then the Yucon 7.0 Lounge is your 
new home away from home. 

I’m exploring    
  the world ...

my status?
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good evening, 

Magic
Chill out in the lounge during the day, watch the clouds change colours as the 
sun goes down from your extra-large bed. You can do both in your Yucon 7.0 

Lounge – it only takes two steps to conver t your lounge into a bedroom. 



The evening is ours
EVERY MOMENT COUNTS
Is there anything better 
than ending a perfect day 
with a delicious dinner,  
a glass of wine or a good 
book? And then making 
plans for tomorrow as  
you watch the sunset 
together – surrounded  
by nature. You are always 
in the middle of it all  
with your Yucon.

ADIÓS MOSQUITOES!
The entire side door can be secured 
with a fly screen. 
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Deluxe microlinerYucon 7.0 Lounge

Deluxe microlinerYucon 7.0 Lounge



Your “oasis of enjoyment” with pull-out table in the Yucon 7.0 Lounge

Deluxe 
   microliner

YOUR YUCON, YOUR LOUNGE
Live your way: You can thanks to the large 
lounge area in the rear with living board 
and flexible pull-out table

WORLD CUISINE
Like to tr y out new recipes? Cooking is 
lots of fun in the Yucon kitchen – thanks 
to many smart shelves and great features 

STRONG BASIS FOR YOUR TOUR 
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter with up to 190 hp,  
numerous assistance systems and rear-wheel 
drive (optional all-wheel drive)

Yucon 7.0 Lounge
Highlights & exciting details in the

GET FRESH!
You don’t need a luxury liner to enjoy a spa-like 
experience. You already have everything you need 
to freshen up here in your Yucon bathroom

	 High-quality lightweight design and up to 800 kg  
payload … with a  TOTAL WEIGHT OF JUST 4.1 T! 

	 Unique: Fully insulated conversion with  
SUPER HIGH ROOF by Mercedes-Benz 

	 Living room on board: UNIQUE LOUNGE with  
XXL seating area and table  

	 BEST IN CLASS: The lounge transforms into a  
2.0 × 1.35 M TWIN BED in two easy steps 

	 Revolutionary storage concept: 1.90 M LONG 
DOUBLE FLOOR, wardrobe and many compartments 

	 BIG, BIGGER, YUCON! High exterior: 2.95 m; 2.12 m 
kitchen; 2.05 m bathroom and 1.93 m lounge

	 TOP TECHNOLOGY standard: LifePo battery  
and Truma Combi D6E heating. Diesel or electric? 
It’s your choice!

Impressive facts
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Deluxe microlinerYucon 7.0 Lounge
Highlights & exciting details in the

LIKE TO SLEEP (IN)?
The bench seat in the lounge converts 
into a large twin bed (2.0 m x 1.35 m)  
in two easy steps

OUR TABLE IS READY
Game night with sensational views: 
Everything is ready thanks to your  
lounge table

ROOM GALORE IN THE DOUBLE FLOOR  
For chairs, outdoor table and other gear : 
The spacious double floor folds up for 
easy loading

CUSTOM USE OF SPACE
Your Yucon 7.0 Lounge has room for 
everything – like additional seats or  
a dog cage

THE DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Practical details wherever you look:  
Classy coat hooks, leather straps and 
clamps for your pinboard

ADIÓS MOSQUITOES! 
All windows and the side door have  
built-in fly screens. The side windows  
are installed flush – for an elegant look

MULTIMEDIA
For your tablet and other devices: Spacious com-
partment with socket and connections in the living 
board – also within reach from the bed (optional)

SIMPLY ENTER!  
Every inch of the double floor is utilized – 
for example, to incorporate a step or shoe 
storage compartments 

STORE BOTTLES WITH EASE
Where to put the beverages? An optional 
bottle holder under the refrigerator has 
room for eight drinks 

SERVED ON A TRAY
Always ready to serve: Cleverly integrated 
optional tray in the drawer under your  
XXL refrigerator   

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE: LIVING BOARD 
The comforts of home: Unique  
combination of wardrobe, TV and  
bookshelf (optional)

SAFELY AND SECURELY STOWED
All the cooking utensils you need on 
board, too: Spacious kitchen drawers  
with secure “push-lock” system
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Basic vehicle (standard)

Chassis Mercedes-Benz Sprinter van

Cylinders / cubic capacity In-line four-cylinder CDI / 2,143 ccm

Power 84 kW / 114 hp

Tank volume diesel 71 l
Wheel base 4,325 mm

Dimensions

Total length 6,967 mm

Total width 2,020 mm

Total height 2,950 / 3,045¹ mm

Headroom 2,140 / 1,950 mm

Weight

Maximum permissible laden weight 3,500 / 4,100 / 4,100¹ kg

Weight when ready for driving 3,211 / 3,279 / 3,424¹ kg

Payload 289 /    821 /    676¹ kg

Maximum trailer load braked/unbraked 2,000² / 750 kg

Maximum permissible towing weight 5,500 / 5,880³ kg

Equipment

Fresh water tank / waste water tank approx. 100 /70 l
Battery capacity Ah 105 LiFePo

Refrigerator volume / freezer approx. 84 / 6.1 l
Heating Truma Combi D6E 

Seats with seatbelts 2 (standard) /4

Sleeping berths 2

Deluxe microlinerYucon 7.0 Lounge

Awesome! The lounge transforms into a large bed (1.35 x 2.00 m) in two easy steps. 
Want to see the Yucon from every angle? Visit: yucon.frankia.comExpanding the lounge into an L-shaped seating area is a snap
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Yucon 7.0

Microliner roomy



46

Lots of room for you and everything you need for happy travels – in the Yucon 7.0

WHEREVER YOU WANT TO GO …
… the navigation in the 7 inch MBUX* and 
many assistance systems get you safely 
to your destination (standard or optional 
depending on model)

PRACTICAL STORAGE SPACE IN THE 
REAR STORAGE COMPARTMENT
Room for beverage crates, table, chairs 
and much more. Nearly 2 m deep storage 
space (in part) – ideal for skis!

Yucon 7.0
Highlights & exciting details in the

Impressive facts

IT’S ALL THERE – WITHOUT CONVERSION
Practical bathroom with shower and WC –  
10 cm larger shower tray than in the  
Yucon 6.0 microliner

EVERYONE TAKE A SEAT! 
Up to four people can sit together in the 
seating area; the table flexibly expands

Ex
am

pl
e

Microliner 
   roomy

	 Yucon 6.0 gets an extended version! Microliner with  
a length of 7 M and optional all-wheel drive

	 Pack it up! TOTAL WEIGHT OF 4.1 T WITH A PAYLOAD 
OF NEARLY 900 KG  – over 300 kg payload with a 
total weight of 3.5 t

	 SEATING AREA FOR 4! Even more room to get 
together – tabletop extension included  

 
	 SPACIOUS KITCHEN WITH A LENGTH OF 1.20 m, 

flexibly expandable worktop (40 cm)  
and large 84 L compressor refrigerator

	 AMAZING STORAGE SPACE IN THE REAR STORAGE 
COMPARTMENT: with 85 cm depth throughout and  
EXPANDABLE UP TO 1.93 M depth on one side! 

	 SLEEP LONGER – In separate TWIN BEDS WITH A 
LENGTH OF 1.95 M (each) and in the additional 
makeshift bed

* 
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EASY STOWING, SIMPLE UNPACKING
You will also find lots of storage space 
under the GD beds. Practical – you have 
direct access to the rear storage compart-
ment under the bed!

Yucon 7.0
Highlights & exciting details in the

POWER UNDER THE HOOD
A great basis: Mercedes-Benz Sprinter  
with rear-wheel drive – optional all-wheel 
drive and up to 190 hp engine 

BREAKFAST WITH A VIEW
Light-flooded seating area with plenty of 
fresh air thanks to a large side window 
and additional skylight

MORE KITCHEN & FINE CUISINE
The flexibly expandable 1.60 m kitchenette 
offers you ample space to prepare all your 
favourite meals

ROOM FOR OVERNIGHT GUESTS
You can easily convert the seat-
ing area in your Yucon 7.0 into 
an additional makeshift bed 

Microliner roomyYucon 7.0

Kitchen with a length of 1.20 m, seating area for four people, 1.95 m twin beds and  
spacious bathroom. Want to see the Yucon from every angle? Visit: yucon.frankia.com

SLEEP YOUR WAY
An optional insert lets you easily turn the 
separate beds into a cosy double bed

Basic vehicle (standard)

Chassis Mercedes-Benz Sprinter van

Cylinders / cubic capacity In-line four-cylinder CDI / 2,143 ccm

Power 84 kW / 114 hp

Tank volume diesel 71 l
Wheel base 4,325 mm

Dimensions

Total length 6,967 mm

Total width 2,020 mm

Total height 2,740 / 2,835¹ mm

Headroom 1,890 mm

Weight

Maximum permissible laden weight 3,500 / 3,500¹ / 4,100 / 4,100¹ kg

Weight when ready for driving 3,151 / 3,203¹ / 3,219 / 3,364¹ kg

Payload 349 /    297¹ /    881 /    736¹ kg

Maximum trailer load braked/unbraked 2,000² / 750 kg

Maximum permissible towing weight 5,500 / 5,880³ kg

Equipment

Fresh water tank / waste water tank approx. 100 /70 l
Battery capacity Ah 105 LiFePo

Refrigerator volume / freezer approx. 84 / 6.1 l
Heating Truma Combi D6E 

Seats with seatbelts 4

Sleeping berths 2 (standard) / 3
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Yucon 6.0

Microliner smartYucon 6.0

Microliner smart
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So smart, so free: Outdoor life in the Yucon 6.0 – even in the interior

POWER BASE FOR YOUR FREEDOM
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter with up to 190 hp 
(optional), numerous assistance systems and 
powerful rear-wheel drive with great traction 
(all-wheel drive optional)

XL STORAGE SPACE IN THE REAR:
Up to 1.47 m of loading depth and practical: Just 
fold up the headboards for 1.90 m of loading height

Yucon 6.0
Highlights & exciting details in the

	 I’m takin’ it OFF-ROAD: Fully insulated  
microliner with a length of 6 m and  
optional all-wheel drive

	 OUTDOOR LIFE: Open inside-out kitchen,  
expandable table for inside and out

	 AMAZING STORAGE: High-quality lightweight 
design with nearly 700 kg payload 
...WITH 3.5 T TOTAL WEIGHT! 

	 REAR STORAGE COMPARTMENT IN 
 MOTORHOME FORMAT: Amazing storage space 
– easy to load thanks to fold-up headboards 

	 BEST IN CLASS: Separate twin beds with  
a length of 1.95 m (left) and 1.90 m (right) –  
with an external length of just 6 m!

	 TOP TECHNOLOGY standard: LiFePo battery  
and Truma Combi D6E heating. Diesel or  
electric? It’s your choice!

ALL-INCLUSIVE BATHROOM
Spacious bathroom with shower and WC – 
large mirrored cabinet, many compartments, 
high-quality workmanship included 

SEA OF LIGHT(S) & FRESH AIR  
Light-flooded interior : With optional  
extra-large skylight; outdoors right out- 
side your door thanks to split rear door

Microliner 
   smart

Impressive facts
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Yucon 6.0
Highlights & exciting details in the

MORE SPACE TO COOK 
Unique! You can easily expand the  
worktop in the inside-out kitchen by  
moving the bed

BREAKFAST WITH SEA VIEW
The interior table can also be used  
outside – simply latch it on to the  
inside-out kitchen!  

INSIDE-OUT KITCHEN
Clever highlight: The compressor refrigerator 
opens on both sides and is accessible from 
inside and outside

SITTING IN THE LAP OF LUXURY
Whether while driving or sitting comfortably 
at the interior table – the SKA seats swivel 
180° and guarantee maximum comfort 

ATTENTION TO DETAIL 
Decorative leather straps, stylish coat 
hooks and many compartments for your 
favourite things 

SIMPLY PACKED
Many spacious compartments above the 
separate beds. Practical: Kitchen drawers 
with secure “push-lock” system 

Microliner smartYucon 6.0

Awesome! Twin beds with a length of up to 1.95 m, large bathroom and inside-out kitchen.  
Want to see the Yucon from every angle? Visit: yucon.frankia.com
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Basic vehicle (standard)

Chassis Mercedes-Benz Sprinter van

Cylinders / cubic capacity In-line four-cylinder CDI / 2,143 ccm

Power 84 kW / 114 hp

Tank volume diesel 71 l
Wheel base 3,665 mm

Dimensions

Total length 5,932 mm

Total width 2,020 mm

Total height 2,740 / 2,835¹ mm

Headroom 1,890 mm

Weight

Maximum permissible laden weight 3,500 / 3,500¹ / 4,100 / 4,100¹ kg

Weight when ready for driving 2,811 / 2,956¹ / 2,879 / 3,024¹ kg

Payload 689 /    544¹ / 1,221 / 1,076¹ kg

Maximum trailer load braked/unbraked 2,000² / 750 kg

Maximum permissible towing weight 5,500 / 5,880³ kg

Equipment

Fresh water tank / waste water tank approx. 100 /55 l
Battery capacity Ah 105 LiFePo

Refrigerator volume / freezer approx. 69 / 7.5 l
Heating Truma Combi D6E

Seats with seatbelts 2

Sleeping berths 2
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Just for youAlways there ...standard equipment
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Standard equipment  Yucon 6.0 

Innovative design, two seats | Permanent toilet, fold-out sink | Separate beds in rear with folding headboards; 
the bed on the right side of the vehicle can be moved to enlarge the kitchen worktop | Kitchen: Three draw-
ers; compressor refrigerator with 69 l volume and two-sided opening; combination hob and sink built into the 
kitchen unit | Windows: Mini-Heki installed in roof (standard), Seitz side windows installed flush with dark tint; 
screen door for sliding side door | Water supply: 100 l fresh water tank installed inside the vehicle, 55 l waste 
water tank installed below the vehicle incl. manual emptying and insulation | Electrical systems: Fully dim-
mable LED ceiling lights, 1x USB, 1x 230 V socket; 100 Ah LiFePo battery for high energy reserves | Heating: 
Truma Combi D6E heating incl. CP Plus control panel

Standard equipment Yucon 7.0 

Innovative design, four seats | Permanent toilet with pull-out vanity | Separate beds in the rear |  
Kitchen: Five drawers; compressor refrigerator with 84 l volume; combination hob and sink built into the kitchen  
unit | Windows: Mini-Heki installed in roof (standard), Seitz side windows installed flush with dark tint, screen 
door for sliding side door | Water supply: 100 l fresh water tank installed inside the vehicle, 55 l waste water 
tank installed below the vehicle incl. manual emptying and insulation | Electrical systems: Fully dimmable LED 
ceiling lights, 1x USB, 1x 230 V socket; 100 Ah LiFePo battery for high energy reserves | Heating: Truma Combi 
D6E heating incl. CP Plus control panel

Yucon 7.0 Lounge standard equipment

Innovative design, two seats, lounge with 2 m length converts into bed (2 m x 1.35 m) | Pull-out toilet and sink 
| Kitchen: Compressor refrigerator with 84 l total volume, separate cutlery drawer under sink, large compart-
ment with hinged door under cutlery drawer, seven drawers with central locking, easy-care and heat-resistant 
Resopal wall mirror, large 2-burner hob installed on worktop, spacious sink | Living board: Manhattan back 
panel, storage compartment with two separate hinged doors, rear storage space accessible from rear, compart-
ment under seat bench pull-out | Windows: Mini-Heki installed in roof (standard), Seitz side windows installed 
flush with dark tint, screen door for sliding side door | Water supply: 100 l fresh water tank installed inside 
the vehicle, 70 l waste water tank installed below the vehicle incl. manual emptying and insulation | Electrical 
systems: Fully dimmable LED ceiling lights, 1x USB, 1x 230 V socket; 100 Ah LiFePo battery for high energy 
reserves | Heating: Truma Combi D6 heating incl. CP Plus control panel

Standard chassis for  Yucon

311 CDI (114 hp), Arctic White, keyless start, TEMPMATIC semi-automatic climate control, ECO start-stop  
function, cruise control incl. multifunction steering wheel, manual 6-speed gearbox

Yucon chassis package including automatic for  Yucon

316 CDI (163 hp), exterior colour: white, keyless start, TEMPMATIC semi-automatic climate control, ECO start-
stop function, cruise control incl. multifunction steering wheel, 7G Tronic automatic gearbox, thermal insulation 
in cab doors, Mercedes noise reduction measures (engine compartment insulation and underbody panelling), 
electric parking brake, 7 inch MBUX*, 93 l diesel tank, power sliding side door, rear-view camera, grille in body 
colour, hinged lid for storage compartment

No. Weight

op50100 Yucon chass is  package for  Yucon
316 CDI (163 hp), exterior colour: white, keyless start, TEMPMATIC semi-automatic climate 
control, ECO start-stop function, cruise control incl. multifunction steering wheel, 6-speed 
manual gearbox, thermal insulation in cab doors, Mercedes-Benz noise reduction measures 
(engine compartment insulation and underbody panelling), folding handbrake lever, 7 inch 
MBUX*, 93 l diesel tank, power sliding side door, rear-view camera, grille in body colour, 
hinged lid for storage compartment 30 kg  

op50150 Yucon chass is  package inc luding automat ic  for  Yucon 3.5 t
7G Tronic instead of 6-speed gearbox  
(the rest of the Yucon chassis package is the same) 68 kg

op50250 Top chass is  package Yucon
319 CDI (190 hp), exterior colour: white, keyless start, TEMPMATIC semi-automatic climate 
control, ECO start-stop function, cruise control incl. multifunction steering wheel, 7G Tronic 
automatic gearbox, thermal insulation in cab doors, Mercedes-Benz noise reduction meas-
ures (engine compartment insulation and underbody panelling), electric parking brake, 7 
inch MBUX*, 93 l diesel tank, power sliding side door, rear-view camera, grille in chrome, 
hinged lid for storage compartment, 16 inch Original Mercedes-Benz alloy wheels (silver) 105 kg

op50300 Upgrade to  Top chass is  package for  Yucon
(Same features as the Top chassis package for Yucon) 45 kg

op50450 Driver  ass istance package for  Yucon
Attention Assist, Active Lane Keeping Assist,  
DISTRONIC adaptive cruise control, leather steering wheel 1 kg

op50500 L ight  and v is ib i l i t y  package for  Yucon
Wet Wiper System, rain sensor, High Beam Assist, Blind Spot Assist,  
folding side mirrors, LED headlamps 1 kg

op50800 Heated windscreen 0 kg 

op50900 17 inch Or ig inal  Mercedes-Benz  
alloy wheels (silver) 5 kg  

op50950 13-pole  t ra i ler  socket 1 kg

op51000 Tra i ler  h i tch 4 kg

op51020 Hitch for  t ra i ler  load 3.5 t
For increased trailer load. Please note: The maximum towing weight  
is 7000 kg! Not possible in conjunction with all-wheel drive 27 kg

op51200 MBUX* 10.25 inch inc luding DAB instead of  7  inch MBUX 7 kg

op51350 Parking package wi th  360° camera
And power folding side mirrors, including upgrade to MBUX* 10.25 inch and DAB radio 2 kg

op51400 Wire less  ty re  pressure monitor ing  
on front and rear axle 0 kg

optional equipment
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op51440 Addit ional  charger  star ter  batter y 3 kg

op51450 Batter y  booster  for  Yucon 3 kg

op52040 Tenor i te  grey  metal l ic  (Yucon) 
Only in combination with chassis packages! 0 kg

op52050 Seleni te  grey  metal l ic  (Yucon)
Only in combination with chassis packages! 0 kg

op53500 Yucon 7.0 Lounge k i tchen package
Flexible configuration in the L-shaped kitchen thanks to pull-out worktop expansion incl. 
lock, pull-out incl. removable tray, pull-out incl. removable bottle holder, central locking for all 
drawers; ambient lighting right and left of the kitchen in the form of light columns, inset hob 
incl. flush cover, sink with removable cover, Coffee Corner incl. 1x 230 V socket 8 kg

op53550 Yucon 7.0 Lounge cabinet  package
Two covered trays with 1 x USB /1x 230 V sockets each, table extension to enlarge the tab-
letop or for individual use, hinged door for loading the rear storage compartment, even from 
inside 6 kg

op53600 Yucon 7.0 Lounge double  f loor  package
Flap in double floor (rear), additional insertable bench element  
including seat upholstery and bench top storage in bench chest, access to storage space in 
the double floor (front) 7 kg

op53650 Yucon 6.0 storage package 
Pull-out from base of centre section of bed towards rear, storage space  
in bed rise and storage compartments between the separate beds 8 kg

op53980 Leather  opt ion for  Yucon
Only cab seats in leather – bed surface of the Yucon 7.0 Lounge remains in the selected de-
sign option; any additional optional seats remain in fabric. Please note: Leather is a natural 
product that can vary in texture and colour compared to the sample colours shown! 8 kg

op54000 Addit ional  s tep
Additional step at rear door  
(not in combination with trailer hitch) 3 kg

op54020 Omnivent  instead of  Mini -Heki  for  Yucon 2 kg

op54040 Midi -Heki  instead of  Mini -Heki
Installation of a Midi-Heki skylight instead of the rear Mini-Heki 8 kg

op54050 Heki  3  instead of  Mini -Heki
Installation of a Heki 3 instead of the rear Mini-Heki 15 kg

op54060 Clothes l ine for  washroom
Installation of a pull-out and lockable clothesline in the washroom 1 kg

op55000 Addit ional  t r ipod
For removable table (only for 7.0 Lounge),  
additional tripod to use the standard table outside 1 kg

op55030 Yucon makeshi f t  bed 2 kg

op55050 Omiss ion of  two seats  wi th  seatbel ts
incl. belt frame for seating group (Yucon 7.0).  
Please note: No headrests in this case! -28 kg

op55100 Bottom ra i l  system (only for Yucon 7.0 Lounge)
Installation of bottom rails for flexible use (additional seating or flexible storage solutions) 12 kg

op55200 Addit ional  seat  wi th  seatbel t  (only for Yucon 7.0 Lounge)
Installation of an additional seat with seatbelt; colour: Black  
(only in conjunction with bottom rail system option) 26 kg

op55250 Another  addi t ional  seat  wi th  seatbel t  (only for Yucon 7.0 Lounge) 
Installation of an additional seat with seatbelt; colour: Black  
(only in conjunction with bottom rail system option) 26 kg

op55300 Yucon GD bed extens ion
Between the two rear beds (with additional mattress part)  
incl. ladder for easier access to the beds 5 kg

op55800 6.0 awning
Housing colour anthracite – 3 m 25 kg

op55850 7.0 awning
Housing colour anthracite – 4 m 30 kg

op56000 Sound package
Installation of a sound package tailored to the size of the vehicle 13 kg

op56100 TV inc l . DVBT antenna and TV mount  
for  super  h igh roof  (Yucon 7.0 Lounge)
Incl. innovative DVBT adhesive antenna for installation below the vehicle roof 9 kg

op56200 TV inc l . DVBT antenna and TV mount  for  h igh roof
Including DVBT antenna for installation on the vehicle roof 9 kg

op56300 TV inc luding SAT antenna and TV mount  for  h igh roof 15 kg

op56600 Air  condi t ion ing for  h igh roof 
Freshjet 1700 30 kg

op57000 Waste water  tank heat ing 
Installation of a heated waste water tank  
incl. solenoid valve for emptying 2 kg

op57100 Height  set  for  Truma Combi  D6E
Additional height set for standard built-in Truma D6E 1 kg

op58000 Ambient  l ight ing
Installation of dimmable ambient lighting  
(seating area, cabinet module for Yucon 7.0 Lounge) 1 kg

op58100 Socket  package
Installation of additional 2 x USB sockets and 2 x 230 V sockets  
(one of each in kitchen and rear) 2 kg

op58300 90 W solar  system with  so lar  contro l ler
Combination with air conditioning must be verified in individual cases for Yucon 6.0! 8 kg

op58400 Digi ta l  s ine inver ter  2 ,000 W for  Yucon 7 kg

op59000 Metz  Moover 
E-scooter; colour: Black 0 kg

* Please note: The Original Mercedes-Benz multimedia system has no truck navigation and currently no option to include points of interest. Please note 
when planning your route: The navigation system does not account for specific vehicle weights and vehicle dimensions, meaning you may not be able to 
travel the proposed routes with your vehicle

No. Weight No. Weight
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Yucon by FRANKIA is a brand of
FRANKIA-GP GmbH
FRANKIA is a PILOTE Group company
Bernecker Straße 12, 95509 Marktschorgast, Germany  
Phone: +49 (0)9227 738-0, Fax: -49
Email: info@frankia.de, Web: frankia.com
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GMK – Medien. Marken. Kommunikation. 
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Go online and discover your  
Yucon by FRANKIA in 360°! 

yucon.frankia.com

The illustrations in this catalogue are examples. They may contain accessories and extras that are not included in standard equipment packag-
es. The actual model versions may vary. Technical changes and errors excepted. Equipment designated as standard and/or optional may vary 
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